1. Introduction. As a result of his extensive computation of the classical modular polynomial, Hideji Ito [5] found interesting congruence properties among coefficients of the polynomial modulo the squares of a certain finite number of primes, and remarked that these primes are precisely the prime factors of the order of the simple group "Monster".
In there always exist pairs (rn, n) with rn -+-nl m -+-n (modp-1) for which the corresponding congruence for the coefficients does not hold.
In the remainder of this paper we give a proof of this Fact, without relying on numerical computa- Proof. Note first that the image of the map A (m, n)rn+np is indeed in B, and if kB and k=rn+np with O<_m,n<_p, then (m, n) A. The map is injective because rn is uniquely determined by k mod p, and thus n (k-m)/p is also unique. Since A and B have the same cardinality, p2_ 2p, we obtain the lemma.
Since the congruence rn -+-nl -= rn -+-n (mod p-1) is equivalent to rnx -+-np -= rn -+-np For the reader's convenience, we briefly sketch the proof of this lemma (see [6] for the details).
Takin into account the deree of (X), the asseYtion is equivalent to the followin fact:
(*) gpo c F.. [2] , and Ihara [4] for this and various intimately related subjects.) Returning to the proof of the proposition, recall that p M if and only if all the supersingular j-invariants (which are a priori in F,) belong to F (0gg [7] ). For Jo F, Jo 0, set hjo(X)- In conclusion, we remark that the other observations made in 5 of Ito's paper can also be explained by using the above Key Lemma.
